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Abstract 
 

Chronic shoreline erosion at Keahi Point in Iroquois Point Housing at Ewa Beach has forced the demolition of several 

beachfront homes and continues to threaten several more.  Faced with the loss of potential income and possible infrastructure 

impact on the rest of the development, the leaseholders have notionally turned to B&T Engineering Consultants, a fictional 

company, to provide several design options to address the erosion.  A study of the current and wave climate at the site was 

conducted in order to characterize the erosion and determine causal factors.  It was assessed that predominantly southern swell 

wave conditions were responsible for both initial sediment suspension and longshore sediment transport toward the Pearl 

Harbor Channel.  B&T Engineering Consultants utilized this determination to develop three remediation design options: a series 

of detached breakwaters, a y-groin field and traditional groins.  A numerical model was utilized to determine the effect of all 

three options on the predominant wave condition, the 100-yr design wave event, and inundation due to a tsunami.   A weighted 

decision matrix was utilized to determine the optimal solution, with the client ultimately deciding on a y-groin field.  The design 

was further tuned to optimize cost and reduce nearshore wave energy and a schedule of construction and permitting was 

developed.  This presentation will serve as a notional public hearing in order to both provide the community with the design 

rationale and give them a forum to provide inputs to the engineers.  
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